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Abstract. The genus Ralstonia can be divided in plant-associated (PA) and not plant-associated
(NPA) species. PA bacteria are responsible for devastating diseases on many crops while NPA
species are opportunistic pathogens in immunocompromised patients. The specificity of living
habits of both groups suggests the potential to detect specific elements to predict the potential
pathogenicity on plants.  Determination of pathogenicity to for plants relies on microbiological
methods which are time consuming and require specialists. The specificity of living habits of
each group suggests the possibility to detect specific genetics elements in their genome that
could help to predict their potential pathogenicity. This study proposes the PREDIPATH work-
flow to detect genomic markers associated to bacterial phenotypes. It uses a customized data-
base composed by protein sequences from public repositories and secondary metabolites clus-
ters and  k-mer detection. This workflow has allowed to create exclusive datasets of markers
that could be used as predictors of the potential pathogenicity on plant of Ralstonia spp.. It has
also revealed common traits that could be linked to ecological adaptation.
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1 Introduction

Pathogenic bacteria need specific mechanisms for surviving in adverse environment
and invading their host. These common adaptive strategies suggest the presence of
specific and/or exclusive genes or alleles which could enable us to predict and charac-
terize the bacterial phenotypes from genome content. In this manner, the PREDIPATH
workflow has been developed to detect these specific markers for a given taxonomic
group representing contrasting ecological features.

2 Creation of PREDIPATH-DB and detection of markers

Compilation and clustering of sequences from public databases resulted in a database,
named PREDIPATH-DB (https://github.com/felipelira/PrediPath),  of  14.248 protein
sequences related to antimicrobial and heavy metal resistance, and to virulence [1].
Complementary approaches to detect class-specific markers, focused on the detection
of secondary metabolites clusters [2] and specific k-mers using SkIf (https://iris.anger-
s.inra.fr/galaxypub-cfbp/) [3].
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Our approach was tested using 147 Ralstonia spp. genomes, 108 classified as PA
and 39 as  NPA. Phylogenetic  analysis was performed  with using  UBCG software
v.3.0  [4].  Calculation of  overall  genome relatedness  using KI-S [5]  was  used  for
species delineation.

3 Results

Phylogenomics allowed us to rename misidentified genomes.  Among the 126 genes
detected using the PREDIPATH-DB, a class D β-lactamase-encoding gene was de-
tected exclusively in all genomes from species responsible for nosocomial infections
(class NPA). Plant pathogenic species presented 13 exclusive genes from  type II and
type III secretion systems. Analysis of clusters responsible for secondary metabolites
synthesis revealed that  all  Ralstonia strains presented the potential  to produce ter-
penes and that only genomes in class PA presented non-ribosomal peptide synthetase
and homoserine lactone clusters. This finding suggests that Ralstonia spp. may have
the ability to use terpenes for interkingdown communication, considering their envi-
ronmental origin [6]. Class-specific  k-mers were detected. In total, 4487 fragments
were distributed along 1395 CDS for PA, and 708 throughout 506 CDS of NPA. In to-
tal,  1408 gene  variants  and  two secondary  metabolites clusters  were  exclusive  of
genomes in class PA and 507 gene variants were exclusive of genomes in class NPA.
These two sets of markers , one for each class, will help to predict the potential phe-
notype of unknown Ralstonia spp. It is interesting that the PREDIPATH workflow has
evidenced traits that make sense like resistance to carbapenems in all clinical species
and microorganism communication via quorum sensing in plant pathogens. 
Further studies will help to decipher their importance as niche adaptive traits.
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